
What happens when 

manufacturing disappears?  





In Crisis, Wheels Coming Off for Detroit Automakers

Oct 9, 2008 Washington Post

The situation in Detroit looked bleak before the current economic crisis; 

now, it looks apocalyptic. GM’s stock fell 31% yesterday. Adjust for 

inflation, and the company is worth far less now than it was after the 1929 

crash. “It’s devastating,” said Michigan Gov. Jennifer Granholm. 

“Companies that are already slammed by globalization are being 

slammed by the credit crunch.” 

Automakers are among the first hurt by any economic downturn, since 

people cut big purchases first. Ford and Chrysler have each seen sales 

drop more than 30% over the past year. That could mean even more pain 

for workers, and Michigan has already lost almost 400,000 manufacturing 

jobs since 2000. “We're in uncharted waters,” said one GM analyst. “Right 

now there's so much uncertainty, plans are being revised constantly.” 

http://www.ford.com/!redirect/http/www.fordvehicles.com/
http://www.ford.com/!redirect/http/www.lincolnvehicles.com/
../../../../


http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/60/World_vehicles_per_capita.png



“American” cars?

Japanese

Nissan plant

In Tennessee

Jaguar made 

in UK by Ford

Geo Metro made in 

Japan, marketed by 

GM



 Ken in Connecticut earned $50 a day.

 Ken lost his job to Maria,
who earns $10/day in Mexico.

 Maria’s wages are kept low because
Yao works for $2 a day in China. 

 Mind nai is willing to work for $1 a day in 
Ho Chi Minh City

**Thus, the world is seeing a tremendous 
shift in the distribution of industry





 Has left older industrial cities struggling to find 

their economic niche.

 Older industrial cities haven’t fully transitioned 

from an industrial economy to an innovative, 

entrepreneurial one.

 This economic shift began with companies 

fleeing older industrial cities for their suburbs.



 The Northeastern US has lost one million jobs 

in manufacturing during the past three 

decades.

 Most heavily impacted: New York & 

Pennsylvania that once served as centers for 

clothing, textile, steel and fabricated metal 

manufacturing.  



 Decreasing transport costs, low-cost land, and 

the search for lower-skilled, lower-cost workers 

took companies south and west (grown by one-

sixth).

 More companies are moving labor-intensive 

operations out of the country, taking advantage 

of low-cost workers and reduced regulation.



 Long-term legacy costs of the industrial 

economy continue to hamper the recovery of 

older industrial cities.

 The dominance of older established industries 

can hinder entrepreneurialism and 

diversification.

 Lower levels of educational attainment put 

these cities at a disadvantage in the 

competition for new firms.



 Many are left with a tremendous environmental 

legacy: there are an estimated 5 million acres of 

abandoned industrial sites and contaminated 

brownfields (abandoned or underused 

industrial property) in U.S. cities alone.





Spread and deepening of investment, trade 

and production flows

Agglomeration (clustering of an industry) of 

trade and production sites

• (e.g., free trade zones, global cities)



 Traffic, pollution, 
full waste dumps

 High rent and 
taxes

 Labor shortages 
and turmoil



GREAT example: Michael Moore’s Roger & Me – impact on Flint, MI



Collapse of Manufacturing =

Rust Belt

Replaced in 

Boston, 

Pittsburgh by 

high-tech 

industries



Joseph 

Schumpeter – the 

Father of 

*Creative 

Destruction

President Reagan –

also liked the idea !

 The process of industrial transformation that 
accompanies radical innovation.

 So what….
 Deindustrialization in one location suggests that 

growth is occurring in a separate location
 Capital is not destroyed, it is displaced.



To the Sunbelt!!! 
• Cheaper

• Non-union 

 Right-to-work laws require an “open shop” 



• Lower wages than Core

• Lower taxes

• Weaker safety and 

environmental regulations

• Ability to pit workers 

against each other, or

to repress unions

Less than 10

More than 10

United States data on map also represents Free Trade zones

http://www.wilpf.int.ch/images/economicjustice/epzmap.jpg

http://survey07.ituc-csi.org/images/photos/Philippines.jpg

http://www.bdpressinform.org/picture.htm

Gender Roles question on 2008 APHG exam



Fashion Stores

(Gucci, Polo): 

1,2

Department Stores 

(Aeropostle, Gap): 

2,3,4

Mass Merchandisers 

(Sears, JC Penney): 

2,3,4

Discount Stores 

(Wal-Mart, Target): 

3,4,5

Small Importers 

4,5

Outer rings: later and poorer



APHG exam question 2004



China, the birthplace of your Nike's



China, the birthplace of your Nike's

and socks and underwear and ….

Significance of container shipping, break of bulk point



Unloaded at the port of Long Beach, near LA



To Wholesale 

Center in Midwest

by Rail

To Distribution

Center by Truck

and Eventually the

Retail Outlet

Price: $120 (or approximately

one month of wages in China)





Supposed to help everyone progress

Are the rules written by and for elites?

• Only benefiting some  Core and 
Periphery citizens

• Widening gap between Core and 
Periphery.



 “Progress” through development “stages”

 “Whole world steadily modernizing”

 “Everyone will reach high consumption”

 “Some slower than others (their own fault)”



Developmentalism: Primary to Secondary to 

Tertiary…. Rostow. APHG exam question 2001.



“Early starters” have huge advantage

“Late starters” actively kept out of Core 

“club”
• Economic structures

• Political or military pressure

Not enough resources





Assembly of cheap radios

developed Japan’s economy

after WWII



Allow tariffs on Core imports;

Cut duties on Periphery exports. 



Purchasing “Fair Trade” products from 

small, chemical-free farms in the Periphery
www.GlobalExchange.org

http://www.globalexchange.org/


Students pressure universities to sign on to

Workers Rights Consortium, to ensure that

college apparel is not made in “sweatshops”
http://www.workersrights.org

http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~fragola/usas/index.html

http://www.workersrights.org/
http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~fragola/usas/index.html


“Banking for the poor” to empower

small business and agriculture (Grameen Bank)



Jamaican bauxite

(aluminum) owned by

Canadians, Europeans





Hartford Detroit Pittsburgh



 What assets might older industrial cities have?  

 Cultural assets: 
• cultural institutions, Professional sports teams, vibrant 

street life.

 Economic assets: 
• regional employment centers, downtown cores, 

concentrations of universities and medical industry.

 Physical assets: 
• waterfronts, transit infrastructure, historic buildings.


